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Quiet (or sub-Poissonian) osillators generate a number of dissipation events whose variane is less
than the mean. It was shown in 1984 by Golubev and Sokolov that lasers driven by regular pumps
are quiet in that sense. The purpose of this paper is to show that, as long as the laser-detetor system
is stritly stationary, quantization of the optial eld is not required to explain suh phenomena.
The theory presented here is semi-lassial, yet exat. Previous theories onsidering exited-state
atoms regularly-injeted in resonators, on the other hand, do require in priniple light quantization.
Speially, we onsider a laser involving a single eletron permanently interating with the eld and
driven by a onstant-potential battery, and point out a similarity with reex klystrons. The deteted
noise is found to be only 7/8 of the shot-noise level. It is therefore sub-Poissonian. Our alulations
are related to resonane-uoresene treatments but with dierent physial interpretations.
PACS numbers: 42.55.Ah, 42.50.Ar, 42.55.Px, 42.50.L
I. INTRODUCTION
In many experiments, we only need to know time-
averaged photo-urrents. This information sues for
example to verify that light passing through an opaque
plate piered with two holes exhibits interferene pat-
terns. The experiment is performed by measuring the
time-averaged photo-urrents issued from an array of de-
tetors loated behind the plate. On the other hand,
experiments involving the transmission of information
through an optial ber require that the utuations of
the photo-urrent about its mean be known [1℄. The
information to be transmitted is orrupted by natural
utuations (sometimes referred to as "quantum noise").
Laser noise impairs the operation of optial ommuni-
ation systems and the measurement of small displae-
ments or small rotation rates with the help of optial
interferometry. Even though laser light is far superior to
thermal light, minute utuations restrit the ultimate
performanes. Signal-to-noise ratios, displaement sensi-
tivities, and so on, depend mainly of the spetral densi-
ties, or orrelations, of the photo-eletron events. It is
therefore important to have at our disposal formulas en-
abling us to evaluate these quantities for ongurations
∗
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of pratial interest, in a form as simple as possible. We
are mostly onerned with basi onepts leaving out de-
tailed pratial alulations. Real lasers involve many
seondary eets that are negleted here for the sake of
larity.
A quiet osillator generates a number of dissipation
events whose variane is less than the mean. Equiva-
lently, when the photo-urrent j(t) is analyzed in the
Fourier domain, the (double-sided) spetral density of
the photo-urrent is smaller than the produt of eletron
harge e and average urrent 〈j〉 as the angular frequeny
Ω → 0 (sub-Poissonian light). It was shown in 1984 by
Golubev and Sokolov [2℄ that lasers driven by regulated
pumps are quiet in that sense.
We onsider in the present paper a battery-driven laser
involving a single eletron permanently interating with
the eld, and point out a similarity with reex klystrons.
The theory presented does not require eld quantization
and is therefore "semi-lassial", yet exat exept for the
approximation made in every above-threshold laser the-
ory that the utuations onsidered are small and slow
and the power transferred from the stati soure to the
optial load is small. We nd that for a one-eletron
laser driven by a onstant-potential battery the deteted
noise is 7/8 of the shot-noise level and is therefore sub-
Poissonian. Our alulations are related to resonane-
uoresene treatments but they have a dierent physi-
al interpretation. In ontradistintion, previous theories
onsidering instead exited-state atoms regularly injeted
in resonators do require in priniple light quantization.
For a review of important theoretial and experimental
2papers on that subjet see the olletion in [3℄.
The present semi-lassial theory [4℄ is aurate and
easy to apply. One the neessary assumptions have been
agreed upon, laser noise formulas for various ongura-
tions follow from elementary mathematis. In partiular,
operator algebra is not needed. For simple laser models,
e.g. inoherently-pumped 4-level lasers [5℄, there is exat
agreement between our results and those derived from
quantum optis for any parameter values. Quantization
of the eld is learly required when an atom in the up-
per state is injeted into an empty resonator. Provided
that the atom transit time has some well-dened value,
the exiting atom is with ertainty in the lower state, a
onlusion that, to our knowledge, annot be explained
without quantizing light. Theories onsidering exited-
state atoms regularly-injeted in low-loss resonators re-
quire in priniple light quantization, although some ap-
proximation may redue them to simpler rate equations
in the high-eld limit. In the present onguration the
eletron interats permanently with the eld in a stritly
stationary manner thus allowing the eld quantization to
be ruled out.
The semi-lassial theories employed in optial engi-
neering, on the other hand, rest on the onept that the
lassial osillating eld is supplemented by a random
eld due to spontaneous emission. Suh semi-lassial
theories are unable, however, to desribe sub-Poissonian
light, and are therefore to be distinguished from the
present theory. From our view-point, spontaneous emis-
sion is unessential, and is negleted for simpliity. The
rst setions report well-known results, namely the Rabi-
osillation theory, see e.g. [6℄. These setions should
enable the reader to follow the paper throughout start-
ing from elementary lassial onsiderations. Results ob-
tained from the present theory for ongurations of pra-
tial interest were listed in [7℄.
II. CONFIGURATION
The laser that we onsider is very similar to a battery-
driven reex klystron, see e.g. [8℄, exept for the fat
that we suppose that a single eletron interats with the
resonator. The only dierene existing between a mi-
rowave osillator suh as a reex klystron and a laser
relates to the dierent eletroni responses to alternat-
ing elds. In a mirowave tube the eletron natural mo-
tion is usually not harmoni and its oupling to single-
frequeny eletromagneti elds may be understood a-
urately only through numerial alulations. In on-
tradistintion, masers and lasers employ basially two-
level moleules or atoms, and this results in simplied
treatments. The phenomenon of stimulated emission is
essentially the same for every osillator. Let us quote
the Nobel-prize winner W. E. Lamb, Jr. [9, p. 208℄:
"Whether a harge q moving with veloity dx/dt in an
eletrial eld E will gain or loose energy depends on the
algebrai sign of the produt qEdx/dt. If the harge is
FIG. 1: The laser onsidered is analogous to the reex
klystron represented in this gure, but involves a single ele-
tron. This eletron moves essentially along the vertial x-axis,
being guided by an x-direted magneti eld (not shown).
When this eletron has lost most of its energy it may be ap-
tured by the anode, being replaed by a high-energy eletron.
The inner part of the resonator is modeled as a apaitane
C with grids spaed a distane d apart and the outer part
by an indutane L, with resonant angular frequeny ω. In
the laser version the eletron may reside in only two states,
labeled 1 and 2, with energy separation equal to ~ω. The sep-
arations between the upper grid and the reetor and between
the lower grid and the athode are assumed to be negligibly
small, so that eletrons are instantly reeted.
loosing energy, this is equivalent to stimulated emission".
A reex klystron is shematized in Fig. 1. Consider an
eletron loated between two parallel onduting plates
piered with holes (or with grids) alled "anodes", and
onstrained to move essentially along the vertial x-axis.
A stati potential soure U is applied to external plates
(athode and reetor) to reet the eletron. There is
an alternating potential v(t) = v cos(ωt) between the two
anodes (grids) when the klystron osillates. One an ele-
tron has lost most of its energy, it moves side-ways, gets
aptured by anodes, and an eletron is emitted bak by
the athode. The over-all eet of the eletron motion is
therefore to transfer energy from the stati potential U
to the alternating potential v(t), an eet analogous to
stimulated emission. In the lassial treatment, one rst
evaluate 1) the eletron motion under the stati eld,
2) the perturbation aused by alternating elds, alled
"bunhing", and 3) the urrent indued in the alternat-
ing potential soure. The same steps are taken in the
quantum treatment. Namely, we onsider the stationary
states of an eletron submitted to a stati eld, the per-
turbation of those states due to alternating elds, and
nally evaluate the urrent indued by the eletron mo-
tion.
The stati eld between the anodes (−d/2 < x < d/2)
vanishes, but the eletron is reeted by the athode and
reetor. Beause of the applied alternating potential
v(t) = v cos(ωt), the eletron is submitted to a potential
v cos(ωt)x/d when −d/2 < x < d/2. The lassial equa-
tions of motion of an eletron of harge −e, mass m are
best based on the Hamiltonian formulation in whih the
partile energy E(t) is expressed as a funtion of position
3x, momentum p, and time t, aording to the relation
H(x, p, t)− E(t) ≡ p
2
2m
− ev cos(ωt)x
d
− E(t) = 0, (1)
where p2/(2m) represents the kineti energy. The Hamil-
tonian equations read
dx(t)
dt
=
∂H(x, p, t)
∂p
=
p(t)
m
(2)
dp(t)
dt
= −∂H(x, p, t)
∂x
=
ev
d
cos(ωt). (3)
The rst equation says that the partile momentum
p(t) = mdx(t)/dt, and the seond equation may be writ-
ten, with the help of the rst equation, in the usual New-
tonian form (fore=mass × aeleration).
To evaluate the indued urrent onsider again two
onduting plates a distane d apart submitted to a po-
tential soure v(t), and an eletron of harge e in be-
tween. If i(t) denotes the urrent delivered by the po-
tential soure, the power v(t)i(t) delivered by the soure
must be equal at any instant to the power reeived by
the eletron, whih is the produt of veloity dx(t)/dt
and fore ev(t)/d, that is, v(t)i(t) = e v(t)d
dx(t)
dt . Sine
v(t) drops out, the urrent indued by the eletron mo-
tion is
i(t) =
e
d
dx(t)
dt
. (4)
When the alternating potential v(t) depends on the deliv-
ered urrent i(t) the full iruit equations must be solved.
III. THE SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION
The lasers onsidered osillate in a single eletromag-
neti mode in the steady state. Only the stationary
regime is treated, that is, the system elements do not de-
pend expliitly on time and utuation orrelations are
independent of the initial time.
We onsider the same onguration as in Fig. 1 with
an eletron onstrained to move along the x-axis. Its
motion is desribed by a wave-funtion ψ(x, t) satisfying
the Shrödinger equation
[
H(x, p, t)− E]ψ(x, t) = 0, (5)
where E = i~∂/∂t, p = −i~∂/∂x and H(x, p, t) =
p2
2m − ev cos(ωt)xd as in the previous setion, but p and E
are now operators of derivation. It is easily shown that,
provided ψ(x, t) dereases suiently fast as x → ±∞,
the integral over all spae of |ψ(x, t)|2 does not depend
on time, and therefore remains equal to 1 if the initial
value is 1, a result onsistent with the Born interpre-
tation of the wave funtion. Beause of linearity the
sum of solutions of the Shrödinger equation is a solu-
tion of the Shrödinger equation (superposition state).
The athodes in Fig. 1 (eletron-emitting athode and
reetor) reet quikly the eletron bak to the inter-
ation region. This is expressed by speifying that the
wavefuntion ψ(x, t) vanishes when |x| ≥ d/2 .
The above Shrödinger equation enables us to evalu-
ate the motion of an eletron submitted to a deterministi
potential v(t). The indued urrent is related to the ele-
tron veloity as in the lassial ase, see (4), exept that
i and x are being replaed by their quantum-mehanial
expetation values
〈i(t)〉 = e
d
d 〈x(t)〉
dt
〈x(t)〉 ≡
∫ d/2
−d/2
dx x |ψ(x, t)|2 .
(6)
The average power reeived by the deterministi alter-
nating potential v(t) reads 〈P (t)〉 = v(t) 〈i(t)〉, and the
average energy reeived from time t = 0 to τ is the inte-
gral from 0 to τ of v(t) 〈i(t)〉.
IV. STATIC POTENTIAL
When v(t) = 0 the Shrödinger equation (5) admits
solutions of the form ψn(x, t) = ψn(x) exp(−iωnt), where
n = 1, 2. With the boundary onditions speied above,
namely ψn(±d/2) = 0, the lowest-energy state n = 1
and the rst exited state n = 2 are desribed by the
wave-funtions
ψ1(x, t) =
√
2/d cos(πx/d) exp(−iω1t)
≡ ψ1(x) exp(−iω1t)
ψ2(x, t) =
√
2/d sin(2πx/d) exp(−iω2t)
≡ ψ2(x) exp(−iω2t),
(7)
that satisfy the usual orthonormality ondition. Energy
eigenvalues are straightforwardly obtained by substitut-
ing (7) in (5)
En ≡ ~ωn = π
2
~
2
2md2
n2, with n = 1, 2. (8)
We will see later on that optial elds at frequeny
ω = ω2 − ω1 = 3π
2
~
2md2
(9)
may ause the system to evolve from state 1 to state
2 and bak. For illustration, let us selet a frequeny
ν ≡ ω/2π=1.42 GHz (hydrogen hyperne-transition fre-
queny). Then (9) gives d = 0.44 µm.
For later use let us evaluate
x12 ≡
∫ d/2
−d/2
dx x ψ1(x)ψ2(x) =
16d
9π2
. (10)
The parameter x12 determines the strength of the atom-
eld oupling through the Rabi frequeny dened by
~ΩR ≡ evx12
d
=
16
9π2
ev, (11)
4where v/d denotes the peak applied eld (see the next
setion). Let the anodes represent a apaitane C =
ǫoA/d (where ǫo denotes the free-spae permittivity, d the
spaing, and V = Ad the apaitane volume) onneted
to an indutane L suh that LCω2 = 1, where the angu-
lar optial frequeny ω was dened in (9). The lassial
expression of the average resonator energy is E = Cv2/2.
From (11) and the above relations, the square of the Rabi
frequeny may be written as
Ω2R = b
µ
V (12)
with
µ ≡ E
~ω
and b ≡ 1024
27π
e2
4πǫo m
≈ 3000 m3/s2
showing that Ω2R is proportional to the resonator energy.
V. PERTURBED MOTION
We next suppose that a potential soure v(t) =
v cos(ωt) is applied between the two anodes in Fig. 1, a
distane d apart. The eletron is submitted to a potential
−ev cos(ωt)x/d where ω is the 1-2 transition frequeny
dened in (9). In that ase (5) reads
(
p2
2m
− evx
d
cos(ωt)− E
)
ψ(x, t) = 0. (13)
Supposing that, as a result of the resonane ondition,
only states 1 and 2 are signiant, the wave-funtion may
be written as
ψ(x, t) = C1(t) exp(−iω1t)ψ1(x)
+ C2(t) exp(−iω2t)ψ2(x) (14)
with slowly time-varying oeients C1(t), C2(t). If we
substitute this expression into the Shrödinger equation
(13) and take (7) into aount we obtain
0 =
2∑
n=1
exp(−iωnt)
·
(
i~
dCn(t)
dt
+
evx
d
cos(ωt) Cn(t)
)
ψn(x). (15)
Multiplying (15) throughout by ψm(x), m = 1, 2, inte-
grating with respet to x, and taking into aount the
orthonormality of the ψn(x) funtions, we obtain a pair
of dierential equations for n = 1, 2
0 = i~
dCn(t)
dt
+ exp(−iωt) cos(ωt)evx12
d
Cn(t). (16)
The rotating-wave approximation onsists of keep-
ing only slowly-varying terms, that is, replaing
exp(−iωt) cos(ωt) by 1/2. Thus, the omplex oeients
C1(t), C2(t) obey the dierential equations
dC1(t)
dt
= i
ΩR
2
C2(t)
dC2(t)
dt
= i
ΩR
2
C1(t),
(17)
where ΩR is the Rabi frequeny dened earlier and the or-
thonormality reads C1(t)C
⋆
1 (t) + C2(t)C
⋆
2 (t) = 1. These
dierential equations are easily solved. Assuming that
the eletron is initially (t = 0) in the upper state, the
probability that the eletron be found in the lower state
at time t reads C1(t)C
⋆
1 (t) = sin
2(ΩRt/2). Initially,
the eletron delivers energy to the alternating potential
(stimulated emission) but this energy is subsequently re-
overed by the eletron, so that no laser ation may be
ahieved. This is the usual Rabi solution for two-level
atoms at resonane.
VI. ELECTRON JUMP THROUGH A BATTERY
We suppose that the laser has reahed a steady-state
of osillation so that the eletron is submitted to an alter-
nating potential at frequeny ω as disussed above. The
eletron, initially in the upper-energy state 2 slowly a-
quires a non-zero probability of being in the lower-energy
state 1, thereby delivering energy to the alternating po-
tential. This is the phenomenon of stimulated emission
of radiation.
But we now postulate that this proess may be inter-
rupted by the fat that an eletron in the lower-energy
state 1 may jump instantly to state 2 through the bat-
tery, as shown in Fig. 1, disharging it slightly, through
some kind of tunneling eet. This is how the eletron
may reover the energy delivered to the alternating po-
tential, at least on the average. The probability density
of a jump from state 1 to state 2 through the battery
will be denoted 2γ. The average time between sues-
sive jumps will be denoted by 〈τ〉. This is a funtion of
γ and of the alternating potential strength (or Rabi fre-
queny) given later on in (22). Note that if the eletron
is in state 2 at time t = 0, as we later assume, this im-
plies that a jump from state 1 to state 2 just ourred.
If G(t)dt denotes the probability that another jump (not
neessarily the next one) ours between t and t + dt,
G(t) is the orrelation between jumps separated in time
by t (remembering that the jump proess onsidered is
stationary). This orrelation will be obtained by evalu-
ated rst the probability density w(t) that the next jump
ours at time t.
The equations in (17) generalize to
dC1(t)
dt
= i
ΩR
2
C2(t)− γC1(t)
dC2(t)
dt
= i
ΩR
2
C1(t).
(18)
5The equation obeyed by C1(t) is obtained by deriving
the rst equation with respet to time and employing
the seond equation. We obtain
d2C1(t)
dt2
+ γ
dC1(t)
dt
+
(
ΩR
2
)2
C1(t) = 0. (19)
When the eletron is initially in the upper-energy state
2, the initial ondition is C2(0) = 1, C1(0) = 0, and we
nd from (19)
C1(t) =
iΩR
2α
(
exp
(
α− γ
2
t
)
− exp
(−α− γ
2
t
))
(20)
with α ≡
√
γ2 − Ω2R.
The quantity C1(t)C
⋆
1 (t) represents the probability
that the eletron resides in the lower state as long as no
jump ours. This quantity tends to deay in the ourse
of time aording to the exp(−γt) fator, beause, if no
jump has ourred up to time t, most likely the eletron
does not reside in the lower state.
We obtain diretly from (20) the waiting-time proba-
bility density
w(t) = 2γC1(t)C
⋆
1 (t) =
γΩ2R
2α2
(
exp((α − γ)t)
+ exp(−(α+ γ)t)− 2 exp(−γt)
)
. (21)
This expression (valid for any non-negative value of γ)
was obtained before in onnetion with resonane uo-
resene in [10℄ through a dierent method. The quan-
tity w(t)dt is the probability that, given that the eletron
is in the upper state at t = 0, it performs a jump from
state 1 to state 2 for the rst time between t and t+ dt.
When suh a jump ours, the same proess starts again.
Thus the jumps form an ordinary renewal proess. The
average inter-event time
〈τ〉 = 1
R
≡
∫ ∞
0
dt t w(t) =
1 + 2γ2/Ω2R
γ
≡ 1 + a
γ
(22)
where a ≡ 2γ2/Ω2R and R the average jump rate.
The Laplae transform w˜(p) of w(t) in (21) reads
w˜(p) =
γΩ2R
p3 + 3γp2 + (2γ2 +Ω2R)p+ γΩ
2
R
. (23)
It is straightforward to go from the waiting time proba-
bility density w(t) evaluated above to the event probabil-
ity density G(t). The onept is that the probability den-
sity of an event ourring at t is the sum of the probabil-
ities that this ours through 1 jump, 2 jumps,. . . It fol-
lows that G(t) = w(t)+w(t)∗w(t)+w(t)∗w(t)∗w(t)+. . . ,
where the middle stars denote onvolution produts.
Thus the Laplae transform G˜(p) of G(t) is the sum of an
innite geometri series, whih may be written in terms
of the Laplae transform w˜(p) of w(t) as [11℄
G˜(p) =
w˜(p)
1− w˜(p) . (24)
The jump rate may be written in general as R(t) =
R + r(t) where r(t) represents a small utuation. The
quantity we are interested in is the (double-sided) spe-
tral density SR(t)(Ω) of the jumps at Fourier (angular)
frequeny Ω. Aording to the Wiener-Khinthine theo-
rem, the spetral density is the Fourier transform of the
event orrelation, see for example [7, 3.13℄. It may thus
be obtained diretly from G˜(p) after some rearranging as
SR(t)(Ω)
R
= lim
ǫ→0
(
1 + G˜(ǫ + jΩ) + G˜(ǫ − jΩ)
)
≡ 2πRδ(Ω) + Sr(Ω)
R
(25)
with
Sr(Ω)
R
= 1
− 3a
(1 + a)2 + a ((5a/4)− 1) (Ω/γ)2 + (a2/4) (Ω/γ)4 .
The term 2πRδ(Ω) simply expresses that the average rate
equals R. The subsequent terms may be obtained by sub-
trating R/p from G˜(p), setting p = jΩ, and rearranging.
We onsider partiularly the Ω→ 0 limit of Sr(Ω)
Sr(0)
R
= 1− 3a
(1 + a)2
. (26)
In the large-γ limit the shot-noise level Sr(0) = R is
reovered.
In the ase of stimulated absorption, the role of the up-
per and lower states should be interhanged. Stimulated
absorption ours in optial detetors. Then the jumps
previously onsidered orrespond to photo-eletron emis-
sion events. Unless the optial power is very large, de-
tetors are linear. This weak-eld ondition orresponds
in previous expressions to the ase where ΩR ≪ γ. The
utuations are then seen to be at the shot-noise level.
Alternatively, one may employ in that limiting situation
Nyquist-like noise soures [4℄.
VII. STEADY-STATE
Going bak to the onguration represented in Fig. 1,
note that the battery represented on the left delivers a
measurable average eletron rate J that may be inreased
by inreasing the battery potential U slightly above ~ω/e
[12℄. The rate R generated by the eletron is given in
(22). Finally, radiation esaping from the hole shown on
the right of the resonator is eventually absorbed by an
ideal detetor at a rate D = µ/τp, where the lifetime
τp depends on the hole size. Evaluating τp is a lassial
eletromagneti problem that we assume solved. Thus,
the steady state ondition J = R = D reads expliitly
J =
γ
1 + 2γ2/Ω2R
=
µ
τp
. (27)
6Aordingly, given the average eletron-injetion rate J
and the resonator lifetime τp, we may evaluate the re-
dued resonator energy µ ≡ E/~ω = Jτp. Next, given
the apaitane volume V , we may evaluate Ω2R from (12),
and the deay onstant 2γ from (27). This value of γ or-
responds to some value of the stati potential U , slightly
above ~ω/e.
VIII. LASER NOISE
What we all "laser noise" refers to photo-urrent u-
tuations. The result given in (26) provides the rate-
utuation spetral density for an eletron submitted
to an alternating potential independent of the eletron
motion. But in lasers the redued resonator energy
µ(t) = µ +∆µ(t) utuates. Beause this utuation is
small in above-threshold lasers the utuation r(t) pre-
viously evaluated is supposed to be unaeted. The rate
equation is
dµ(t)
dt
= R(t)−D(t), (28)
with
R(t) = R+
dR
dµ
∆µ(t) + r(t), D(t) =
µ(t)
τp
+ d(t),
and where dµ(t)/dt represents the rate of inrease of the
redued resonator energy. This is the dierene between
the in-going rate R(t) and the out-going (or deteted)
rate D(t). Note that the in-going rate involves a term
expressing the fat that R, as given in (22), depends on µ
and that µ is now allowed to utuate. The outgoing rate
is fully absorbed by an ideal old detetor at an average
rate D, supplemented by a utuating rate d(t), whose
spetral density is equal to the average rate D = R = J .
Beause the noise soures d(t) and r(t) have dierent
origins they are independent.
Considering only utuating terms at zero Fourier fre-
queny (d/dt → 0), we obtain ∆R(t) = ∆D(t), that is,
expliitly
dR
dµ
∆µ(t) + r(t) =
∆µ(t)
τp
+ d(t). (29)
Solving this equation rst for ∆µ(t), with τp = µ/R, and
substituting the result in the expression for ∆D(t), we
obtain
∆D(t) ≡ ∆µ(t)
τp
+ d(t) =
r(t) −Ad(t)
1−A (30)
with
A ≡ µ
R
dR
dµ
=
a
1 + a
, (31)
aording to (22) and (12). Beause r(t) and d(t) are
independent, the spetral density of the photo-detetion
rate is, with Sr/D = 1 − 3a/(1 + a)2 from (26) and
Sd/D = 1,
S∆D =
Sr +A
2Sd
(1−A)2 = (2a
2 − a+ 1)D. (32)
The smallest detetor noise, obtained when a = 1/4, is
7/8 of the shot-noise level. Therefore, a sub-Poissonian
laser may be realized with a single-eletron interating
with onstant stati potential soures. To our knowledge
this is a new result. As an example, suppose that µ =
1 (that is E = ~ω) we nd using (12) and (27) that
the maser apaitane volume should be V = 244τ2p if
minimum noise is to be ahieved. With τp = 1 µs and
d = 0.44 µm as in IV, the apaitane size
√
A = 23
mm.
IX. CONCLUSION
A quiet (or sub-Poissonian) osillator generates a num-
ber of dissipation events whose variane is less than the
mean. We onsidered in the present paper osillators
that should exhibit that property, in partiular a battery-
driven laser involving a single eletron permanently in-
terating with the eld. In that ase it is unneessary
to quantize the optial eld, that is, the theory is semi-
lassial, yet exat, aside from the approximation made
in every above-threshold laser theory that the utua-
tions onsidered are small and slow and the power is
small.
We found that if a single-eletron laser is driven by
a onstant-potential battery the deteted noise is 7/8 of
the shot-noise level, and is therefore sub-Poissonian, for
appropriate values of the parameters. This is apparently
a new result. Our alulations are related to resonane-
uoresene treatments but with a dierent physial in-
terpretation. The theory was presented for a single ele-
tron. Generalization to many eletrons is straightforward
if the eletrons are not oupled diretly to one another
through the Coulomb interation or the Pauli exlusion
priniple. As is the ase for resonane uoresene with
many atoms, anti-bunhing (sub-Poissonian radiation)
tends to be suppressed. Sine sizable amounts of power
require a large number of eletrons, the battery-driven
one-eletron laser desribed above is not a pratial way
of generating quiet radiation. The latter, at signiant
power levels, requires non-utuating pumps. The ase
of a non-utuating pump (J=onstant but U or γ u-
tuating), may be treated by the method explained in this
paper.
Lasers involving ompliated iruits may also be
treated in that manner, distinguishing onservative (loss-
less, gain-less) omponents, treated by the methods of
lassial eletromagnetism, and elements with gain or
loss, that should be treated as was done here for a single
eletron. The latter involve noise soures. These noise
soures are at the shot-noise level if the element is lin-
ear and the eletrons reside most of the time either in the
7lower state (loss) or in the upper state (gain). But depar-
tures from the shot-noise level our when the element
response is non-linear.
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